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Chapter 311: Targeted By Four Teams 

 

Liu Yan frowned slightly when he heard Murong Xue’s words. 

The thing was that there was something wrong here. 

The relationship between the two alliances had always been very tense. It was already good enough if 

they did not fight, so why would there be cooperation? 

Luo Qingcheng, who was at the side, pondered for a moment and could not help but say with a grim 

expression, “If the two major alliances do cooperate, the content of their cooperation is likely to be 

related to the team of the Land of Origin.” 

Liu Yan, who had been thinking, heard this and his eyes suddenly lit up. Only then did he understand. 

Thinking carefully, it seemed to be so. 

If the two alliances were considering cooperation, the only possibility was to deal with the team from 

the Land of Origin. After all, this was the only thing where the two alliances had common interests. 

At this time, only the chat interface in the smart wristband showed the chat between the four captains 

of the two alliances. 

Hans Wilson: “Isn’t this Captain Ye? It’s been a long time. Last time, we suffered a great loss in your 

hands. I’d like to hear what your cooperation is.” 

Jin Cheng: “You’re not trying to cheat us, right? We won’t be fooled.” 

Ye Yifan: “Am I that kind of person? If the magnificent Red Star Empire wanted to deal with you guys, we 

would do it directly and openly. There’s no need to play dirty tricks!” 

He Yang said, “Alright, alright. Everyone, stop arguing. There will be plenty of time for our alliances to be 

enemies later on. Now, let’s talk about the content of this cooperation.” 

Ye Yifan said, “Very well. Then let’s talk about business first. This time, the cooperation that we want to 

talk about is regarding the team from the Land of Origin. He Yang, you can talk about the main content.” 

He Yang said, “The current situation is that although we are enemies, we are evenly matched. Neither of 

us can do anything to each other. If we fight, both sides will not have an easy time. Hence, I suggest that 

we first get rid of the Land of Origin that is stirring up trouble. To prevent the Land of Origin from getting 

the upper hand in the process of our alliances fighting, we might as well make a move on the Land of 

Origin together. After finishing off the Land of Origin, we can then decide who is stronger!” 

In the temporary camp of the Land of Origin, the members of the team were originally watching the 

show. They didn’t think that they had anything to do with it. However, when they saw the conversation 

between the captains of the four teams, their faces turned stiff. 

“What do they mean? These four teams want to attack us?” 



“This is too much. If any two of those teams attack us, we won’t have a chance at all. They want to 

attack us together with all four teams?” 

“The two teams from the European Federation and New Continent must not agree!” 

“It’s over, it’s over. This time, we have no chance at all.” 

“These people are really too much. Don’t they feel embarrassed to fight four against one?” 

“Facing the siege of four teams, we really have no chance at all.” 

“Yeah, we’re probably going to be eliminated tomorrow.” 

“…” 

The team members were feeling hopeless at this moment, but at the same time, they were extremely 

displeased. 

The team from the Land of Origin was in a bad situation, to begin with. Now that they were about to be 

targeted by the other four teams at the same time, it was even worse. Their only chance was completely 

gone. 

Many of the team members were extremely displeased, but there was nothing they could do. After all, 

the four teams consisted of the best among the current batch of students from the four continents. 

They were not weak. 

Facing the combined attacks of the other four teams, they had no chance at all. 

At this moment, the four captains were continuing to chat. 

The two captains of Alliance Number One quickly gave an answer. 

Jin Cheng: “This idea is not bad. First, we’ll settle the team from the Land of Origin. Then, we will fight 

for the higher ground, so that we won’t be affected.” 

Hans Wilson: “Isn’t that a bad idea? Four teams against one. It’s a bit too much of a bully…” 

He Yang: “What’s there to be afraid of? We’re only eliminating them, not harming them. It’s the law of 

the jungle. The weak can only be eliminated.” 

Ye Yifan: “Initially, I also felt that it wasn’t a good idea, but after thinking about it, they don’t have a 

chance to advance unless they pick up scraps from us. It would be better to just eliminate them earlier.” 

Hans Wilson said, “That’s good then. We’re willing to cooperate. It’s a good thing for both alliances.” 

Jin Cheng said, “Then tomorrow, the four teams will each send people to deal with the team from the 

Land of Origin. Let’s strive to eliminate them tomorrow!” 

“…” 

The captains of the four teams quickly came to an agreement and decided to work together to deal with 

the team from the Land of Origin that Liu Yan was on. 



By dealing with the team from the Land of Origin, not only would they be able to eliminate their worries, 

but they would also be able to plunder resources, which was a good thing for both sides. 

After dealing with their worries, the two alliances would be able to have a showdown with no restraints. 

After that, some ordinary members of the two alliances chatted with each other on the channel. Most of 

them were extremely happy. To be able to eliminate the team from the Land of Origin so quickly and 

deal with a competitor was undoubtedly a good thing. 

“Haha, to be eliminated in just one day, the team from the Land of Origin is too shameful.” 

“It’s not considered shameful, right? Facing the siege of four teams, being eliminated is nothing out of 

the ordinary.” 

“The team from the Land of Origin is too miserable. To think they’ll be eliminated in just one day.” 

“Who asked them to be unlucky? Hahaha.” 

“If they want to blame someone, they should blame themselves for not forming an alliance. The weak 

deserve to be eliminated.” 

“…” 

Liu Yan looked at the contents of the chat, but his face was calm and he did not get angry. 

He had expected this situation. 

Rather, when he had just found out that the four teams had formed alliances in pairs, Liu Yan had 

already made some predictions about today’s situation. 

After all, the four teams were not stupid. If they were to face off against each other, the team from the 

Land of Origin was a hindrance. Naturally, it was better to resolve it as soon as possible. 

Otherwise, when the two alliances were fighting to the death, the team from the Land of Origin would 

appear to reap the harvest. They would not be able to withstand it. 

Liu Yan had long anticipated such a happening. Therefore, he had previously advocated declaring war 

and taking the initiative to attack. They could not just sit there and await their doom. 

However, he did not expect that this day would come so quickly. To think the four teams took action so 

quickly and thought of this on the first day of their alliance. They immediately agreed to work together 

to target the team from the Land of Origin. 

Although the situation had gotten much worse, they could not care less now. They could only give it 

their all. 

Liu Yan’s gaze gradually became more determined. It seemed that they had to succeed in tonight’s 

operation. 

If they succeeded tonight, they would still have a chance to snatch an advancing spot from the four 

teams. 

If they failed tonight, they would have no chance at all. 



Chapter 312: The Only Way 

 

Fire attribute territory, in the temporary camp. 

The team members from the Land of Origin saw that the captains of the four teams had reached a 

consensus and were preparing to join forces to deal with them. Everyone started to panic. 

“What should we do? How can we beat four other teams?” 

“They are the teams who can come to the fifth level of the Tower. They are quite strong. It’s difficult to 

deal with one of them. We won’t have a chance facing two teams, let alone four teams.” 

“How can we be so unlucky? We’ve just arrived at the fifth level, but we are about to be eliminated.” 

“This is too despairing.” 

“This is too much.” 

“What should we do? Are we going to be eliminated just like this?” 

… 

Everyone discussed among themselves, their faces filled with panic and despair. 

They could not think of any way to survive the joint attacks of the four teams. It was too difficult. 

Alan Smith and Xu Han looked at each other, and their expressions became serious. 

When they learned that the four teams had allied in pairs, they had guessed they might be the target. 

However, they did not expect the four teams would be so ruthless. The four teams directly joined forces 

to target them, not giving them any chance at all. 

Although Alan Smith was known as a combat machine with terrifying combat strength, Xu Han’s 

strength was also not to be underestimated. 

However, Alan Smith and Xu Han were merely two experts. Their combat strength was insufficient to 

resist the attack from a representative team full of elites. 

They would be crushed if they faced the joint attack of four teams. 

On the other side, Luo Qingcheng looked at the panicking members of the team, but she looked at Liu 

Yan with a calm face and said, “Now is the best time to rope people in.” 

Hearing this, Liu Yan immediately understood what Luo Qingcheng meant. 

Liu Yan’s personality was more of a loner. He did not like to develop his own forces, nor did he want to 

have his own team members. 

Back on the first level of the Tower, Liu Yan had many opportunities to use Divine Extraction to train a 

bunch of capable subordinates, but he did not want to. 



However, the trial on the fifth level was a team competition. Even though Liu Yan did not like it, he had 

to work in a team with others. 

If one wanted to pass the trial on the fifth level of the Tower, they had to work together to win the 

competition. Only then could they complete the trial on the fifth level of the Tower and go to the sixth 

level. 

No matter how strong Liu Yan was, he had to rely on the team. He could not settle everything by 

himself. 

And to win over the hearts of the people was undoubtedly extremely important. 

Liu Yan’s outstanding performance on the fourth level of the Tower had already won the admiration of 

many students from the two academies. 

However, they only felt that Liu Yan’s strength alone was formidable. It was just pure admiration and 

respect for the expert. They still had not acknowledged Liu Yan as their captain from the bottom of their 

hearts, nor had they formed a sense of belonging for their team. 

It was undoubtedly the best choice at this moment to try to win the hearts of the people. 

When Liu Yan thought of this, he stepped forward and stood in front of the group of team members. 

At this moment, the group of team members was a little flustered. They might have been outstanding 

students from the two great academies. However, now that they were facing such an absolute 

disadvantage, they could no longer maintain their composure and were flustered. 

After all, defeating the teams from the four continents was no joke. They were the elites among the 

elites of the four continents. None of the team members were weak. 

Now that they had to take the combined attacks of the teams from the four continents, there was no 

chance at all. 

When one of the team members saw Liu Yan walk onto the stage, they hurriedly asked Liu Yan as if they 

had grabbed onto the last straw. 

“Captain Liu Yan, do you have any ideas?” 

“This is too difficult. The four representative teams are ganging up on us, and we’re all going to be 

eliminated.” 

“Liu Yan, you’re so powerful. You must have a way, right?” 

“Liu Yan, you must help us.” 

… 

Everyone was clamoring, hoping that Liu Yan could find a way to defeat the opposing teams. 

Liu Yan glanced at everyone. Most of them were already quite flustered. He said in an annoyed tone, 

“Why is your morale so low? You are outstanding students from the top academies, Gifted Academy and 

Lighthouse Academy. How could you discourage yourself?” 



When everyone heard this, they felt a little ashamed. 

Usually, they were all the elites among the elites. However, they were all discouraged. It was indeed 

embarrassing. 

When the team members saw that Liu Yan was still calm despite facing such a situation, they were all a 

little surprised and admired Liu Yan from the bottom of their hearts. 

When Zheng Tainan saw that Liu Yan was so calm, he could not help but ask, “Captain Liu Yan, how 

could you stay so calm? Previously, I have offended you many times. I hope that you don’t mind. No 

matter what, we are still a team. I hope that you can put the big picture first.” 

Zheng Taonan hated Liu Yan because of the previous incident, especially since Liu Yan snatched his 

Angry Buddha Purple Lotus. 

However, although the Angry Buddha Purple Lotus was precious, it was not as important as passing the 

trial on the fifth level of the Tower. 

If they could pass the trial on the fifth level of the Tower and go to the sixth level, they could obtain 

better items that were much more valuable than Angry Buddha Purple Lotus. 

When the other team members heard this, they also had the same thought. 

Since Liu Yan could still stay calm, he must have some way to help them solve their predicament. 

Everyone immediately looked at Liu Yan with anticipation. 

Even Alan Smith and Xu Han looked at Liu Yan with interest. They hoped Liu Yan would have some good 

ideas to lead them out of their current predicament. 

Liu Yan looked at everyone and nodded. He said indifferently, “It’s not really a good idea, but we can 

only try. It’s hard to say if we can solve the current predicament.” 

When everyone heard this, they became even more expectant and stared at Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan continued, “The solution is simple. As I said previously, it’s to take the initiative to declare war. 

Although it seems to be a risk, there’s actually a chance. Although the two alliances have agreed to work 

together trying to eliminate us, they haven’t started their operation yet. Tonight is our chance. ” 

“We can launch a surprise attack tonight and declare war on one of the leaders. The communication on 

the fifth level of the Tower is not good. The two representative teams of the alliance cannot 

communicate with each other. If we launch a surprise attack on one of them, they can’t send aid to their 

ally in time.” 

“In addition, the four representative teams already thought they could easily eliminate us through the 

alliances, so they lowered their alertness. It gives us a better chance to ambush them.” 

“And as long as we succeed in our operation tonight, severely injure or eliminate one of the 

representative teams, we can immediately destroy the balance of the scales.” 

“The two alliances are willing to work together to deal with us because the two major alliances are equal 

in strength. We can immediately destroy the balance of the scales if we eradicate one of the 



representative teams. Do you think that the remaining three representative teams can still work 

together to deal with us so smoothly? 

Chapter 313: Unity of the Team 

 

The team members listened to Liu Yan’s explanation. 

At first, everyone felt that it was a little crazy. 

Facing the two alliances, the four representative teams were ganging up on them. Instead of evading, 

Liu Yan suggested they take the initiative to declare war and launch an attack. 

However, after listening to Liu Yan’s explanation, everyone felt the plan was feasible. 

Although the plan was risky, it seemed like there was a chance. 

The two alliances chose to cooperate because they were evenly matched in strength and did not dare to 

act rashly. 

However, if their plan worked, the balance of strength between the two alliances would be disrupted, 

and the situation would become chaotic. Then, each side would have its own agenda. 

Once the situation became chaotic, the other teams would have their own measure and plan. Then, they 

would no longer cooperate to eliminate the Land of Origin team. 

Everyone looked at each other and began to discuss. 

“Although this method is risky, it does have a certain degree of feasibility.” 

“I also think that we can take a risk. It’s the only way at the moment.” 

“Yeah. If we don’t act, we’ll sit and await our doom. Rather than waiting for death, we might as well take 

a risk.” 

“I agree to this operation. If there’s anything that needs me, I’ll cooperate!” 

“I’m willing to cooperate as well!” 

… 

Gradually, everyone approved of Liu Yan’s method. 

Initially, Liu Yan’s team lacked cohesion. However, under this desperate situation of the joint efforts of 

the four representative teams, they became united. 

At this moment, Xu Han could not help but say, “The method is good. I also agree with it. However, the 

key is that we must succeed in tonight’s operation. If we can’t eliminate one team, we have to injure 

one team heavily. Only then can we break the balance and realize our plan. However, each team is an 

elite from their continent, and their strength is not weak. It won’t be so easy to ambush them 

successfully.” 

Hearing this, everyone came to their senses and looked at Liu Yan. 



“Yes, we must succeed in the attack, or it will be completely useless.” 

“Although we can seize the opportunity when their alertness becomes sloppy, it won’t be that easy.” 

“Among the four teams, there isn’t a single weakling. It won’t be easy to injure one of them heavily in 

one night.” 

“I wonder if Captain Liu Yan has a detailed plan?” 

… 

Liu Yan faced everyone’s expectant gazes. He nodded slightly and said, “It’s indeed difficult, but it’s not 

impossible. I’ve thought about it. I plan to form a small squad. We should keep the squad small, but the 

members will be the strongest among us. They will become the sharpest spears and carry out a surprise 

attack. Although the opposing team is quite strong, they are not a match for our elites in a one-on-one 

fight. With the darkness of the night, if we do not fall into the encirclement, our team will be able to 

move freely in their territory. It will be very convenient for us to move around.” 

Hearing this, everyone nodded in agreement. Liu Yan’s method was indeed not bad. 

Although the strength of any team was not weak, if their side sent out the most elite few people, it 

would not be a problem for them to fight one-on-one. 

Although the other team was strong, they had to work together to win. The other teams had to 

surround Liu Yan’s team to defeat them. 

On the other hand, Liu Yan’s team could move at night to hide. In addition, Liu Yan and his teammate 

were all top-notch strength. They would be able to move freely. As long as they were not surrounded, 

there would be no problem. 

Liu Yan continued, “The purpose of our surprise attack is to injure or eliminate a team. We do not want 

to fight their entire team. The rules are clear. After the declaration of war, the victory will be judged 

according to the final state of the guardian beast. If we can eliminate the guardian beast of one of the 

opposing teams, we will win this competition and eliminate them. We do not need to eliminate the 

entire opposing team. Even if we can’t get rid of their guardian beast, we can still heavily injure their 

team members at night. It will greatly affect their entire team’s combat strength. With that, we will 

achieve our goal. The balance of power between the two alliances will also lose its balance, and the 

situation will naturally become chaotic. We will also have the opportunity to continue the competition.” 

When everyone heard this, they immediately felt that it made sense. 

None of the team members had expected that Liu Yan’s plan would be so meticulous. 

“Captain Liu Yan is right. In that case, we do have a good chance.” 

“That’s right. Although the overall strength of the opposing team was strong, we don’t need to bring 

down their whole team. We’ll use our sharpest knives to attack them. We have a chance.” 

“In that case, although this operation is risky, our chances of success are quite high.” 

“Captain Liu Yan’s thoughts are so meticulous. His plan is perfect.” 



“I was questioning Captain Liu Yan’s decision earlier. I feel ashamed.” 

“That’s right. We were too stupid. We should have trusted Captain Liu Yan’s decision earlier.” 

… 

Everyone was somewhat impressed by Liu Yan. They felt sorry for their doubts about Liu Yan. 

Alan Smith, who had been silent all this while, also spoke up at this moment, “If you need me, I can 

cooperate. In addition, we have to choose which team to attack.” 

When the Gifted Academy students heard this, they were excited. 

They had already witnessed Liu Yan’s strength. It was incomparably powerful. 

Alan Smith and Xu Han were also influential figures in Gifted Academy. Their strength was incredibly 

strong, especially Alan Smith, who was also known as a war machine. His combat strength was 

extremely exaggerated. 

Just thinking about such a few people forming a sharp knife squad made them feel terrified. 

Even if the opposing teams from other continents were powerful, they would probably have a headache 

facing such a squad formed by geniuses among geniuses. 

Naturally, they would have a great chance of succeeding in this operation. 

At the same time, everyone looked at Liu Yan expectantly. They were curious about which team Liu Yan 

would choose to attack tonight. 

Liu Yan faced everyone and said directly, “I’ve already thought about this matter. We’ll deal with the 

Pan-ocean Community’s wood element territory.” 

“The reason is simple. After all, the Pan-ocean Community is relatively small in size and has a smaller 

number of awakened ones. Although their overall strength is strong with the help of the Red Star 

Empire, their top-tier strength is slightly weaker. Their top geniuses’ combat strength is relatively 

average.” 

“On the other hand, the terrain of the wood element territory is one of the reasons. The wood element 

territory is filled with all kinds of flowers, plants, and trees. The terrain is more complicated, so it’s 

easier for us to move around. Our sharp knife squad will have a lot of space to deal with the enemies 

when we enter the complicated terrain. It will be more convenient for us to move.” 

Chapter 314: Sharp Knife Squad 

 

After listening to Liu Yan’s analysis, the team members felt it made sense. 

The Pan-ocean Community was slightly weaker among the five continents. For example, their precious 

resources were lesser than the other continents. It resulted in the Pan-ocean Community’s top strength 

being slightly weaker. 



The Pan-ocean Community had always been the same status as the other four continents because the 

strength came from the number of people. 

The current Pan-ocean Community team was the same. They had the most people among the five 

representative teams. But in terms of top students, they were still slightly weaker. 

As for the sharp knife squad formed by the Land of Origin team, they were naturally not afraid of having 

more people. They could deal with the Pan-ocean Community team. 

They didn’t have any top-tier students, so it would be difficult for them to deal with the sharp knife 

squad formed by Liu Yan and the others. 

In addition, the terrain of the wood element territory was complicated. It was also nighttime, so it was 

even easier for them to ambush the Pan-ocean Community team. 

“That makes sense. In that case, we do have a good chance.” 

“If only I could participate in this operation. I guess my strength isn’t enough.” 

“We are not qualified. Since it’s the sharp knife squad, only top-tier combat strength can participate.” 

“Yeah, our strength is definitely not enough. What a pity.” 

… 

After being targeted by the four opposing teams, the Land of Origin team members became united. 

They all wanted to contribute. 

Unfortunately, they knew only the top-tier combat power could join the sharp knife squad. The 

members with ordinary strength could not join in. 

At this moment, Liu Yan was also starting to form a sharp knife team. 

Looking at the group of members, Liu Yan already had an idea in his heart. 

Although Liu Yan did not know many of his teammates and their strength, Liu Yan knew his top-tier 

teammates. 

Liu Yan looked at Alan Smith and Xu Han in the crowd and asked, “How about you two participate?” 

When everyone heard this, they looked toward Alan Smith and Xu Han. 

These two were genius students from Gifted Academy. They were also the top combat strength of this 

batch of team members. Everyone was not surprised that Liu Yan would invite them to join. 

When Xu Han heard this, he immediately smiled and said, “Of course.” 

Alan Smith did not say anything. He only nodded slightly with a cold expression, but he also agreed. 

Seeing this, many of the team members immediately felt relieved. These two people and Liu Yan could 

be said to be the top combat strength of the Land of Origin team. They were the geniuses among 

geniuses. With these three people, the combat strength of the sharp knife squad would be 

tremendously powerful. 



Liu Yan immediately looked at Murong Xue and Chu Long and said, “Murong Xue and Chu Long, I need 

you both.” 

Although Murong Xue’s strength was not comparable to Liu Yan’s, she was quite strong. 

Among the previous batch of students of Lighthouse Academy, Murong Xue’s combat strength was the 

strongest besides Liu Yan. 

In addition, Murong Xue was also a rock pugilist. Her defense was powerful and could play a crucial role 

in some situations. 

As for Chu Long, although she didn’t have much combat strength, she was a powerful priest and had 

healing ability. She could provide healing and support to Liu Yan and the others, which was very helpful. 

In addition, when studying at Lighthouse Academy, Chu Long had also undergone a lot of training in 

body movement and speed. She had improved a lot. 

Although Chu Long did not have much combat strength, she was extremely agile in battle. Generally, 

there was no problem for her to protect herself, so she did not need Liu Yan and the others to spare the 

energy to protect her. Naturally, she was more suitable for a support class. 

The remaining Luo Qingcheng could also be of help at times, and Liu Yan wanted to bring her along. 

However, this operation was still mainly focused on fighting, so bringing Luo Qingcheng along would not 

be of much help. 

On the contrary, Luo Qingcheng’s command ability could lead the team at the temporary camp to guard 

the rear. It would help Liu Yan to ease his burden. The temporary camp needed Luo Qingcheng even 

more. 

Murong Xue was naturally happy when she heard that. She had been looking forward to the battle for a 

long time. This time, it was an exciting battle. Naturally, she was happy to be able to join the sharp knife 

squad. 

“Alright, watch me beat them up!” Murong Xue said excitedly. 

When Chu Long found out she could help, she also agreed with a face full of joy. 

Liu Yan saw the situation and nodded slightly, “This time, only the five of us will go. There’s no need for 

the others to go. It will be easier to move with fewer people in the squad.” 

The other team members who were looking forward to it heard it. Although they were a little 

disappointed that they couldn’t join the squad to do their best, they also knew the importance of this 

operation. The ordinary students could not join the sharp knife squad. The other students found it 

reasonable. 

Liu Yan then looked at Luo Qingcheng. He ordered, “When we are not around, the command here will 

be in your hand temporarily. You will arrange for vigilance and defense. Stay at the rear and wait for our 

return. You must be careful. If the other teams come to you guys, pay attention to protect the guardian 

beast and delay until we come back.” 



Although Liu Yan felt that the other teams would not be in such a hurry to attack them in one night, he 

still wanted Luo Qingcheng to be more careful. 

Luo Qingcheng understood the importance of guarding the rear and immediately nodded with a serious 

expression. 

At this point, they had every arrangement in the camp. 

After Liu Yan and the others made some simple preparations, the sky had completely darkened. They 

reached the vicinity of the fire element territory and were ready to set off. 

When it was late in the night, and the team at the wood element territory was more relaxed, the sharp 

knife squad would immediately make their move. 

… 

On the public chat channel interface. 

The captains of the four teams had come to an agreement. They had decided to target the Land of 

Origin team first. 

After that, the four captains left the chat channel one after another. 

Meanwhile, the members of the teams were chatting on the public chat channel interface. 

“Why didn’t the captain of the Land of Origin team show up?” 

“Yeah, I’ve never heard of their captain before. It seems that he didn’t have any reputation before.” 

“I also heard the captain of the Land of Origin team this year is an outstanding genius. Now, he doesn’t 

look that strong. He is hiding from us and not making a sound. Hahaha!” 

“He’s just a coward, Haha!” 

“Let’s rest. Tomorrow, the Land of Origin team will be eliminated, and then the two alliances will 

compete for the top spot!” 

… 

At the edge of the fire element territory. 

Liu Yan and the other three arrived at this place under the night sky and waited. 

After all, the sky had just turned dark, and the members of the Pan-ocean Community probably hadn’t 

rested yet, so it wasn’t the right time yet. 

At this time, when Xu Han saw the content of the chat on the public channel, he was immediately 

amused. He looked at Liu Yan with a face full of ridicule and said, “Captain Liu, look at them laughing at 

you for being a coward, Hahaha!” 

Liu Yan heard that, took a look, but did not care. 

There was no point in shouting in the public channel chat because action spoke louder than words. 



Chapter 315: Declaration of War! 

 

Liu Yan did not care about the mockery of the members of other teams. 

Murong Xue was immediately angered when she saw this. 

“Those people have the nerve to bully one of us. They’re even feeling smug now?” 

“Don’t tell me they think they can succeed just because four teams are fighting against us? What a 

joke!” 

Murong Xue immediately cursed. 

Liu Yan was already used to Murong Xue’s personality. 

Xu Han, however, was stunned when he saw Murong Xue’s reaction. He had seen Murong Xue as a 

goddess, but he did not expect her personality to be so hot-tempered. 

Murong Xue noticed the shock in Xu Han’s eyes. She immediately glanced at him and said, “What, do 

you have a problem?” 

“No, absolutely no.” 

Xu Han waved his hand and took two steps back. He looked like he was afraid of Murong Xue, which was 

quite funny. 

Liu Yan glanced at the chat again. There was no meaningful information on it, so he did not look at it 

anymore. 

It was full of the chat content of the four other teams. 

The members of the Land of Origin team were not on the chat. 

It was the order from Liu Yan. To prevent their operation from being leaked, Liu Yan had instructed his 

team that no one could say anything on the chat before the operation was over. They wanted to make 

sure they could carry out the operation smoothly. 

… 

In the territory of the European Federation team, Captain Hans Wilson looked at the chat screen. There 

was no useful information, so he did not look at it anymore. However, he was a little puzzled. The Land 

of Origin team had been shouting on the chat. They hoped the two alliances would not unite against 

them. 

But after the two alliances were formed, no one from the Land of Origin team spoke again. 

Especially the captain of the Land of Origin team did not show up, which puzzled Hans Wilson. 

However, Hans Wilson did not overthink it. After all, it was four teams against the Land of Origin team. 

Even if the Land of Origin team was stronger, it would be useless. How could one team be a match for 

the four teams? 



The situation in the temporary camps of the other teams was similar. 

The members of the four teams all felt that allying with the other team was a better choice. The two 

alliances would not fight for the time being. They would wait until they had dealt with the Land of Origin 

team. 

For now, there was naturally no danger. 

The four teams only arranged for guards to stand guard. The others took a break. After all, they had to 

go and eliminate the Land of Origin team together the next day. 

Late at night, almost all the members of the four teams were more relaxed and took a break. 

The Land of Origin team was more careful. Under the arrangement of Luo Qingcheng, many members 

were taking turns to guard the campfire in all directions to ensure that nothing went wrong. 

In the temporary camp, members of the Land of Origin team surrounded the campfire. Every one of 

them was a little worried. 

Although after the analysis just now, everyone felt that there was a good chance for this operation. 

Liu Yan, Alan Smith, and Xu Han were all top geniuses of the two great academies, and their strength 

was over the top. 

Murong Xue and Chu Long’s strengths were not weak either. They were both geniuses. 

The sharp knife team formed by these few people had tremendous strength. Logically speaking, this 

operation has a high chance of success. 

However, the Pan-ocean Community team was still unknown to everyone, so their strength was not 

clear. 

The outcome of this operation was still unknown. 

Even if the operation was successful, the outcome was not certain. The situation would become more 

complicated, and no one knew how the outcome would be. 

“I also don’t know if Captain Liu Yan will succeed in this operation.” 

“It shouldn’t be a problem. They are so powerful. It’s nighttime, and they are in the wood element 

territory now. It should be very convenient for them to deal with the members of the Pan-ocean 

Community team.” 

“But the five of them had to face dozens of people, especially that powerful guardian beast. No one 

knows what the outcome will be.” 

“We can only pray that they succeed. We can’t change anything anyway. Let’s quietly wait for the 

outcome.” 

“It’s been a while. I guess Liu Yan and the others are about to take action.” 

“Why don’t we check the reactions of the other teams in the public chat?” 



“There’s no need for that. Captain Liu Yan also said that we could not send any message.” 

… 

At this moment, Luo Qingcheng also came here. When she saw the worried people, she said, “Everyone, 

please believe in Liu Yan and the others. They will definitely succeed. What we can do now is that other 

than the people on guard, the rest of us should quickly go and have a good rest. When they succeed, 

there will be a battle waiting for us tomorrow. We must have a good rest.” 

When the team members heard this, they all felt it was reasonable. No matter how worried they were 

now, no matter how they discussed, they could not bring any help to Liu Yan and the others. 

Instead of worrying, they might as well believe in Liu Yan and the others. They should also rest well to 

maintain good condition and sufficient combat strength for tomorrow. 

Following that, most of the Land of Origin team members also went to rest. 

At the same time, the sharp knife team formed by Liu Yan’s squad of five had already begun their 

operation. 

It was pretty late, and only the Pan-ocean Community team members were still on the chat server. Most 

of them were probably resting. 

Liu Yan and the others were also preparing to move. 

They left the fire element territory, then rushed over to the wood element territory. 

The wood element territory was right next to the fire element territory. It was not too far away. 

Liu Yan and the others moved quickly. In less than ten minutes, they arrived at the large entrance of the 

wood element territory and were ready to go. 

Liu Yan looked at the entrance of the territory and said, “You have to be careful. After entering the 

territory, be careful and don’t get carry away with battle.” 

The few of them nodded and understood the contents of this operation. 

The most crucial thing in this operation was to find the guardian beast of the wood element territory. As 

long as they could injure the guardian beast of the wood element territory, they would be able to win. 

If they could not do so, they could also scatter the members of the wood element territory. Besides, 

they could injure their team members and reduce their combat strength. At the same time, they could 

also achieve their goal. 

Liu Yan and the others were ready. They immediately entered the wood element territory. 

However, just as they stepped into the wood element territory, the voice of the Will of Tower suddenly 

sounded. 

“Warning! Five people from the fire element territory have entered the wood element territory, 

automatically entering the declaration of war State!” 



“The Land of Origin team and Alliance Number 2 have entered the declaration of war state. Under the 

declaration of the war state, allied members can temporarily enter the wood element territory to 

provide support and assistance.” 

“The outcome of this declaration of war will be determined by the state of both sides’ guardian beasts!” 

The voice of the Will of Tower resounded throughout the world. 

Liu Yan and the others heard it clearly. 

The Land of Origin team members in the fire element territory also heard it. 

All the members of the other four teams also heard it clearly! 

Chapter 316: Belittling 

 

When Liu Yan heard the Will of Tower’s announcement, he was surprised. 

He did not expect the Will of Tower to announce their arrival at the fire element territory. Liu Yan and 

the others had not understood this rule before. 

When Chu Long saw this, she could not help but ask worriedly, “What should we do? Now that the four 

other teams know. The Pan-ocean Community’s team will be alerted too. Should we continue with our 

operation?” 

Liu Yan thought for a moment. However, he shook his head and said, “The arrow is already on the 

bowstring. We have no choice but to take action. This operation must continue. If we cancel it, the four 

teams will still target us tomorrow. We will be doomed by then. Now is our only chance.” 

Xu Han had always had a cheeky look on his face. At this moment, he was also somewhat stern as he 

analyzed, “Actually, there’s no need to be too worried. The announcement clearly states that we only 

have five people. They might not take us too seriously. The Red Star Empire might not send 

reinforcements. As for Alliance Number 1, they might not even help them. We still have a chance.” 

Murong Xue did not overthink it and said without scruples, “What’s there to be afraid of? We’re so 

strong. We’ll just go over and finish them off.” 

Alan Smith also said indifferently, “We can only continue with the operation.” 

Seeing this, Liu Yan also made up his mind and said, “We’ll continue with the operation!” 

On the other side, in the public channel chat interface. When the members of the four teams heard this 

news, they were all in an uproar. 

“Really? The Land of Origin team dared to take the initiative to declare war. Are they tired of living?” 

“I guess they have no choice but to seek death. Hahaha.” 

“Interesting, interesting, they actually declared war.” 



“Exactly, we didn’t go looking for trouble with them, but they dared to take the initiative to declare war. 

It’s truly bold and reckless.” 

… 

After the captains of the two teams of the Alliance Number 1 learned of the situation, they did not say 

much. It was obvious that they were not helping. 

After all, the Land of Origin team was only one team. This time, only five people invaded Alliance 

Number 2, so they obviously would not pose much of a threat. 

The two teams of the Alliance Number 2 were fighting in their own territory. 

Moreover, the people of the Alliance Number 1 wished that the Land of Origin team could exhaust some 

of Alliance Number 2’s strengths. 

This way, after dealing with the Land of Origin team, they would have a better chance of defeating 

Alliance Number 2. 

Therefore, when the Land of Origin team declared war, Alliance Number 1 watched the show from the 

side and did nothing else. 

On the side of Alliance No. 2, the two teams also received this news. 

The captain of the Red Star Empire’s team was also the leader of Alliance No. 2, Ye Yifan. He sent a 

message on the public channel, “It’s just a small squad from the Land of Origin. There are only five 

people. You guys should be able to handle it on your own. We won’t provide any support. We’ll provide 

support tomorrow at dawn. We’ll deal with the Land of Origin team in one fell swoop!” 

The other members of the Red Star Empire’s representative team also echoed. 

“That’s right. It’s just a small squad from the Land of Origin team. There are only five people. The Pan-

oceanic Community’s team could finish them easily.” 

“We should rest well and conserve our energy. You guys can take care of the other side.” 

“Pan-ocean Community team can take care of five people from the Land of Origin team easily, right?” 

“Do your best and try to capture all of them alive. Hahaha!” 

… 

On the other side, the Pan-ocean Community Continent team did not think much of it. 

“It’s just five people. We don’t need any support at all.” 

“That’s right. We took care of it easily ourselves.” 

“I guess the Land of Origin team is at their wit’s end. They’re trying their best, Hahaha!” 

“It’s just five people. We can easily take care of it with just a small team.” 

… 



He Yang, the captain of the Pan-ocean Community team, replied in the public channel chat interface, 

“It’s just five people. It’s no big deal. I’ll bring my men and capture them alive. Let’s see what the people 

of the Land of Origin team are thinking. They dare to take the initiative to provoke us. How dare they!” 

At the same time, in the temporary camp of the fire element territory where the Land of Origin team 

was. 

Just as the team members were about to rest, they suddenly heard the announcement from the Will of 

Tower. 

Everyone immediately realized that the whereabouts of the sharp knife team formed by Liu Yan and the 

others had been exposed. 

In the beginning, many of the team members were a little worried. After all, this operation was to take 

advantage of the opponent’s negligence to launch a surprise attack. 

Now that the opponent had already noticed in advance, they naturally had a certain level of alertness. If 

the sharp knife team formed by Liu Yan and the others wanted to succeed in their operation, it would 

undoubtedly be much more difficult. There might even be a certain level of danger. 

Liu Yan was the captain of their team. Alan Smith and Xu Han were also geniuses amongst geniuses. 

They could not afford to lose Murong Xue and Chu Long either. 

If these five people were to be lost, it would undoubtedly be a huge loss for the Land of Origin team. 

Their combat strength would be severely damaged. 

However, they noticed the chats on the public channel between the captains and the members of the 

four teams. 

The people from Alliance Number 1 were watching the show. Even the Red Star Empire’s representative 

team from the Alliance Number 2 did not pay much attention to it because it was already nighttime. In 

addition, there were only five people on Liu Yan’s side. Therefore, the other teams had no intention of 

supporting the Pan-ocean Community team at all. 

Even the people from the Pan-ocean Community team did not think much of it. 

An entire team was facing five enemies in their own territory. It made them full of confidence in 

themselves and did not put Liu Yan and the others in their eyes at all. 

Seeing this scene, the Land of Origin team’s members could not help but heave a sigh of relief. 

“Although they have been discovered, the people of the two alliances still look down on them and are 

still relaxed. Captain Liu Yan and the others still have a great chance of success.” 

“Yeah. Although Liu Yan and the others only have five people, their combat strength is unfathomable.” 

“These arrogant people of the Pan-ocean Community team will definitely pay the price for their 

arrogance!” 

“The wood element territory is overgrown with weeds, and the terrain is complicated. Do they want to 

capture Liu Yan and his team with just one team? They must be dreaming.” 



“Even if all the members of the Pan-ocean Community team come out in full force, it won’t be that easy 

to capture Liu Yan and his team.” 

“I hope Captain Liu Yan and his squad can move smoothly.” 

… 

On the other side, Liu Yan ignored the fact that the other party had already noticed and was on alert. He 

led the sharp knife team and headed straight into the depths of the wood element territory. 

At the same time, in the depths of the wood element territory, a Pan-ocean Community team stationed 

on a group of giant trees also sent out two squads led by Captain He Yang. The two teams had a total of 

twenty people. They even brought their guardian beast, the Sturdy Back Ape, and left the temporary 

camp. They headed towards the entrance of the woo element territory, preparing to capture Liu Yan 

and the others. 

Chapter 317: Setting Up an Ambush 

 

In the wood attribute territory. 

Liu Yan and his group of five were heading deeper into the wood attribute territory. 

Liu Yan and Murong Xue were at the front, with Xu Han and Allen Smith at the back. Chu Long was in the 

safest position in the middle. 

The five of them were protecting Chu Long. 

After Liu Yan entered the wood attribute territory, he released Purple Wind Falcon. It flew high in the 

sky to investigate the situation. 

Purple Wind Falcon’s combat strength was weak. It did not have much combat strength, but its 

functionality was exceptional. 

In this kind of situation, it could be of great use. 

Purple Wind Falcon was scouting the situation high in the sky. With its help, Liu Yan and others could 

move in the wood attribute territory with complicated terrain easily. 

At the same time, Liu Yan had also activated his A-grade perception skill, Omniscient Insight. 

In this complex terrain, Liu Yan could still clearly sense all the movements within a hundred-meter 

radius. 

After traveling for a while, Liu Yan learned about the situation from Purple Wind Falcon and the 

temporary camp location of the Pan-ocean Community team. 

At the same time, he learned that the other side had already sent out two squads. Twenty awakened 

ones and a guardian beast were moving in their direction. 

Liu Yan asked his teammates to stop for a moment and told them about the situation. 



After Xu Han learned about the situation, he relaxed. He smiled and said, “It’s only twenty people. We 

can split up and attack them one by one.” 

Murong Xue did not take it seriously and said, “It’s only twenty people. We can take out four of them 

each. It’s not a big problem.” 

Allen Smith did not say anything but looked at Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan thought about it for a while. Twenty awakened ones might be powerful to the others, but they 

were not a threat to Liu Yan and his sharp knife squad. 

After all, Liu Yan and the others were all geniuses among geniuses. It would not be too troublesome for 

them to defeat the incoming enemies. 

Especially in this complicated terrain, it was even more convenient to move around. 

However, Liu Yan knew there was also the wood attribute territory’s guardian beast other than these 

twenty awakened. 

The awakened ones’ combat strength might not be that great, Liu Yan and the others did not put them 

in their eyes. However, the guardian beast was different. 

The fire attribute territory’s guardian beast, Undying Fire Phoenix, was a powerful fierce beast with a 

talent grade of SS and a level up to 60. 

The guardian beast of the wood attribute territory should have similar strength. They should not 

underestimate it. 

Liu Yan pondered for a moment and analyzed, “These twenty people do not pose much of a threat to us. 

It is easy to deal with them one by one. The key lies in this wood attribute guardian beast.” 

Hearing this, Xu Han also nodded, “This wood attribute guardian beast should not be weak. It will not be 

easy for us to defeat it.” 

“It’s just a fierce beast. Although it’s strong, we’re not weak either. As long as we take out the twenty 

awakened ones, wouldn’t it be easy for the five of us to deal with the wood attribute guardian beast?” 

Murong Xue said indifferently. 

When Chu Long heard this, she also agreed. “I think this is a good idea. The five of us will be able to deal 

with the guardian beast together. Our chances of winning are quite high.” 

Liu Yan thought for a while. He nodded and said, “We must accept the challenge this time. In a while, we 

will advance a part of the way. We will set up an ambush in front of them and wait for them. When they 

arrive, we will split up and try our best to break up the two squads. Then, we will attack them one by 

one. When we have finished with the awakened ones, we will deal with the wood attribute guardian 

beast together. We could win this competition if we seize this opportunity to defeat the wood attribute 

guardian beast in one fell swoop. If it doesn’t work out, we will stop the attack and retreat. If their 

reinforcements arrive, we will be trapped and unable to escape. Remember, you must be fast and 

decisive. You must not be left behind.” 

Xu Han and the others nodded when they heard this. They understood the crux of the matter. 



The five of them were all very powerful. They were all geniuses among geniuses. 

In a one-on-one fight, they were not afraid of any member of the Pan-ocean Community team. They 

could even deal with them. 

However, they had only five of them. If Liu Yan and his squad were surrounded, they would be 

outnumbered. 

No matter how strong they were, they could only deal with a few of them simultaneously. Five people 

could not defeat two squads of awakened elites. 

Fortunately, the night sky and the complicated terrain of the wood attribute territory gave Liu Yan and 

the others a lot of space to maneuver around. It would be more convenient for them to move. 

Liu Yan glanced at Chu Long. He then instructed, “When we move out, Chu Long, you should hide far 

away. Then, see if any of the other four of us need help. Then, you can use support and healing skills to 

help us. When the four of us move, we should also pay attention to Chu Long. If Chu Long is really in 

danger, help her. Chu Long, you should try your best not to be entangled.” 

Hearing this, Chu Long nodded and said, “Don’t worry, you guys. Although my combat strength is weak, 

my speed is still pretty good. I won’t be entangled by them and give you guys trouble. You guys fight 

well. I’ll assist you.” 

Xu Han and Murong Xue also nodded and agreed. 

Although Allen Smith did not say much throughout the whole process, he listened to everything and 

said, “Alright.” 

Very soon, Liu Yan and the others, who had decided on a plan of action, continued to advance. 

They stopped not far in front of them. The environment here was a little more complicated. Many kinds 

of plants were growing everywhere, making it more convenient for them to set up an ambush and fight 

here. 

Liu Yan and the others observed the environment and felt it was more suitable for fighting. In addition, 

it was also the path that He Yang and the others had to pass, so Liu Yan and others stopped there and 

set up an ambush. 

The reason why they had to fight separately was to be more secure. 

After all, He Yang and the others were not weak either. They were also the most elite existences 

selected from the Pan-ocean Community’s current batch of students. 

If five people were to fight against twenty people, the twenty awakened ones would be able to help 

each other. In addition, they also had the help of the wood attribute guardian beast. Without a doubt, 

their combat strength would increase significantly. It would bring some trouble to Liu Yan and the 

others. 

Most importantly, if Liu Yan and the others could not finish them off immediately and were entangled, it 

was very likely that the other party’s reinforcements would arrive. At that time, it would be even more 

difficult for Liu Yan and the others to escape. 



If they were to fight separately, they would have an advantage in individual strength. 

Liu Yan and the others would have more space to maneuver around and launch attacks on the enemies. 

It would be more convenient for them to fight one-on-one. 

The key to this operation was undoubted to get rid of He Yang and the other 20 awakened ones as soon 

as possible and make them lose their combat strength. 

Then, they would find an opportunity to get rid of the wood attribute guardian beast and win this 

competition. 

Even if they could not get rid of the wood attribute guardian beast, they would still be able to injure He 

Yang and the other 20 awakened ones. This way, they could damage the Pan-ocean Community 

severely, and their strength would be disrupted. This way, they could achieve half of the goal of Liu Yan 

and the others in this operation! 

Chapter 318: Surprise Attack 

 

Wood attribute territory, deep in the forest. 

Liu Yan and the others hid in the forest, waiting for He Yang and the others to arrive. 

He Yang and the others had sent two squads. Twenty awakened ones and a guardian beast of the wood 

attribute territory. 

The squad led by He Yang was slightly behind. 

The squad in front of them soon arrived near Liu Yan and the others. 

Liu Yan had already instructed them to fight separately. 

But at the same time, they didn’t need to be too far apart to prevent either side from encountering 

danger, and the others could help in time. 

A member of the Pan-ocean Community team came from a distance from Liu Yan. Looking in his 

direction, he was going toward Liu Yan. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan immediately activated his A-grade skill, Shadow Cloak, and B-grade skill, Traceless 

Silence. 

Instantly, Liu Yan completely disappeared into the darkness. 

It was already late at night, and he was in the forest. It was difficult to notice the person hiding there. 

At this moment, Liu Yan’s figure completely disappeared under the Shadow Cloak, making it even more 

impossible to find him. 

At the same time, as he disappeared without a trace, all the movements on Liu Yan’s body disappeared 

too. The surroundings were dead silent, without the slightest sound. 

Liu Yan opened his A-grade weapon, Soft Blade Boxing Gloves, and prepared for battle. 



Against these ordinary members, Liu Yan’s strength was already overwhelming, so he did not need to 

use high-grade weapons. Just using the Soft Blade Boxing Gloves was enough. 

On the other hand, Liu Yan did not want to be too ruthless. 

After all, these members of the Pan-ocean Community team were fighting for the benefit of their 

continent. They were also the awakened ones of the Blue Planet. 

Liu Yan’s goal was to injure them and make them lose their combat strength. 

If necessary, Liu Yan would consider killing them. 

Soon, the members of the Pan-ocean Community’s team arrived in front of Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan seized the opportunity and picked up the Soft Blade Boxing Gloves. He immediately used his S-

grade skill, Absolute Unrivaled, and landed a heavy punch at the right angle. 

Instantly, the Pan-ocean Community team member was sent flying more than ten meters away by Liu 

Yan’s punch. 

Accompanied by a scream, it also meant that this team member was seriously injured and had almost 

lost his combat strength. 

Seeing this, the other team members not far away surrounded Liu Yan one after another. 

However, Liu Yan was hiding in the darkness. Once he succeeded in his attack, he once again hid in the 

dark. 

Not to mention it was nighttime in the dense forest, Liu Yan could use his two powerful concealment 

skills, A-grade skill, Shadow Cloak, and B-grade skill, Traceless Silence, even in broad daylight. Even if the 

awakened ones were in front of Liu Yan, they would not be able to discover him at all. 

The team members rushed over, but they could not find Liu Yan at all. 

After searching for a while, they didn’t find anything. 

“Strange, what happened just now?” 

“I don’t know. When I noticed it, Xiao Wang was already sent flying and heavily injured.” 

“Could there be some terrifying fierce beast?” 

“It shouldn’t be. There aren’t any fierce beasts in this forest.” 

“It’s probably the attack of the Land of Origin team. They left too quickly.” 

“This speed is a little terrifying. They disappeared in the blink of an eye.” 

“The other party is an absolute expert. We must not split up. Otherwise, we will be defeated one by 

one. We must gather together!” 

… 

The remaining members of the Pan-ocean Community team immediately reacted. 



Although they did not know the exact situation, they also realized that it must be one of the experts of 

the Land of Origin team. They could not split up. They had to gather together. Otherwise, they would be 

in danger. 

In fact, Liu Yan was right beside them, but they did not notice him at all. 

Hearing their conversation, Liu Yan nodded secretly. 

After all, they were members of the Pan-ocean Community’s representative team. They were not weak, 

and they realized the problem at the first moment. They could not split up and let them break down one 

by one. They had to gather together. 

However, it was useless. 

Their plan of sticking together might still be useful against the others. 

However, it was useless against an expert like Liu Yan, who had a terrifying concealment skill and 

terrifying explosive power. Liu Yan could look for an opportunity to continue attacking. 

At this moment, this small squad hadn’t discovered anything, so they could only head in the direction of 

the injured member. 

Liu Yan allowed them to leave his side and did not make a move. 

When the last person was about to leave, Liu Yan held his A-grade weapon, Soft Blade Boxing Gloves, 

and used his S-grade skill, Absolute Unrivaled, to attack again. 

It was also an exquisite punch that contained a terrifying explosive power. It once again injured this 

team member heavily. 

After a successful strike, Liu Yan once again concealed himself. 

However, this time, Liu Yan did not stay here any longer. 

The members of the Pan-ocean Community team were not stupid either. They could only be fooled once 

or twice, so Liu Yan could not continue to attack them. They definitely had their guard up. 

After taking out the two team members, Liu Yan left and approached the direction of the other squad. 

Since the members of this squad had their guard up, then Liu Yan could directly look for another squad. 

There were plenty of opportunities for Liu Yan to make a move. 

On the other side, Murong Xue, Xu Han, and Allen Smith were also looking for opportunities to attack. 

Although the three of them were powerful, they did not have a terrifying burst of power and a powerful 

concealment skill like Liu Yan. So, they did not have the opportunity to launch a sneak attack. 

Most of them could only rely on the cover of darkness and the forest to launch a sneak attack. 

After the first attack, they could only leave to avoid being entangled. 

However, the three of them were not weak either. Although the effect of the attack was not as good as 

Liu Yan’s, it was not bad either. Especially Allen Smith, whose explosive power was equally terrifying. 



Every time Allen Smith found an opportunity to attack, he could easily defeat a member of the Pan-

ocean Community team. 

As for Chu Long, she hid in the forest and observed the situation. 

Before the battle began, she had already cast a buff skill to support Murong Xue and the others. After 

that, Chu Long hid in the forest. 

After learning and training in Lighthouse Academy’s Logistics School, Chu Long was clear about her 

position as a priest in battle. She wanted to ensure her own safety as much as possible and stay away 

from the battlefield to avoid fighting. 

As long as she wasn’t injured and there was no danger, she could help her teammates with support and 

healing. At the same time, she didn’t need help from her teammates and wouldn’t distract them. 

A priest like Chu Long would be helpful on the battlefield. 

Through his Omniscient Insight, Liu Yan observed the situation of his four teammates. They were all 

alright. At most, their attacks weren’t smooth, but they could still successfully escape and then find an 

opportunity to attack. Overall, they were performing well. 

The situation of his teammates made Liu Yan feel at ease. Liu Yan also focused on what he was doing. 

His figure was hidden in the darkness, looking for an opportunity to attack again. 

Chapter 319: Wood Attribute Territory Guardian Beast 

 

In the dark forest. 

The five-man squad of Liu Yan was hiding in the darkness. 

The two squads from the Pan-ocean Community teams were attacked by Liu Yan’s squad. 

The opponent had a lot of people. There was a total of twenty members. They were all the elites of the 

Pan-ocean Community, and their strength was not weak. 

However, they were unlucky to face the sharp knife team formed by Liu Yan and others. Liu Yan and his 

teammates were the geniuses among geniuses, and their combat strength was tremendous. 

In a one-on-one fight, the members of the Pan-ocean Community team were not a match for Liu Yan 

and the others. 

Liu Yan could seriously injure the opponents with a single strike. Then, he would retreat unharmed and 

complete the attack. 

The members of the Pan-ocean Community team could not do anything to Liu Yan. 

On the other side, Allen Smith, Xu Han, and Murong Xue were equally strong. They were able to finish 

off their opponents easily. 



Not long after the battle had begun, more than half of the twenty members of the Pan-ocean 

Community team had already been injured. 

When their captain He Yang saw this scene, he was shocked. 

He Yang had not expected that the strength of these five opponents would be so terrifying. 

He Yang had specially brought two small squads. The number of people was four times that of Liu Yan’s 

squad. 

However, he had not expected that the strength of the opponents had far exceeded his expectations. 

The twenty of them were not even a match for these five people. 

The most terrifying thing was that He Yang had not even discovered a single figure of their opponent 

until now. 

Every time the opponent appeared, they would launch a thunderous attack. They injured one of He 

Yang’s team members and quickly left without giving He Yang’s squad to fight back. 

At this moment, the two squads of the Pan-ocean Community were formed by elites. They were not 

weak at all. 

But at this moment, these two squads were in a mess, and there was no room for resistance. 

He Yang knew that if this continued, the opponents would wipe out his two squads. He might be heavily 

injured too. 

If the captain of the Pan-ocean Community team was defeated on the first day, it would be humiliating. 

He would not be able to raise his face in the future. 

He Yang immediately ordered, “Everyone retreat now. Don’t make any futile resistance. The guardian 

beast will cover our retreat. Let’s hurry back and call for reinforcements!” 

The team members who had long lost their will to fight received the order to retreat. They were 

immediately relieved after hearing the order. They quickly brought the injured team members beside 

them and left. 

Liu Yan and the others, who were hiding in the dark, naturally would not let the squads of the Pan-ocean 

Community leave. 

The purpose of Liu Yan and his teammates was to crush the Pan-ocean Community team, heavily injure 

them, and destroy their strength. 

Liu Yan and his squad could not let them return safely. 

Liu Yan and the others immediately continued their offensive. 

At this moment, the members of the Pan-ocean Community team had no fighting spirit anymore. They 

retreated one after another. 

Such a situation made it even more convenient for Liu Yan and the others to attack. 



If the opponents gathered together to fight them, it would make things more difficult for Liu Yan and the 

others. 

Liu Yan and the others continued to attack, and one by one, their opponents fell. 

Soon, only the strongest He Yang was left. 

Murong Xue was the closest, so she seized the opportunity and immediately rushed forward to attack. 

Murong Xue’s strength was not weak, but He Yang was also strong as a captain. He was not someone 

that ordinary members could compare. 

After a round of exchange, He Yang was slightly at a disadvantage, but he did not suffer any losses. 

Murong Xue still wanted to continue chasing, but the guardian beast of the wood attribute territory 

appeared and stopped Murong Xue. 

Sturdy Back Ape went forward and attacked, knocking Murong Xue back a few meters and slightly 

injuring her. 

Chu Long, who had been maintaining the distance between them and hiding at the back, saw this and 

immediately used her skill. White light and blue light landed on Murong Xue’s body. 

Murong Xue’s injuries recovered quickly. At the same time, she also used some buffs on Murong Xue to 

increase her strength. 

Murong Xue looked at the wood attribute guardian beast in front of her with some surprise. She did not 

expect it to be so powerful. Just a casual strike from it had directly injured her lightly. 

However, Murong Xue did not retreat. She picked up her S-grade weapon, Crystal Gloves, and charged 

forward again. 

Murong Xue knew how powerful the wood attribute guardian beast, Sturdy Back Ape, was. She did not 

dare to underestimate it. Murong Xue stomped on the ground, and her aura soared. She entered level 3 

of the Tyrant Body and charged forward to fight with Sturdy Back Ape. 

At this time, Allen Smith, Xu Han, and Liu Yan also arrived at the same time. 

“It’s a pity that He Yang escaped. Otherwise, our operation would have been more successful if we had 

caught this captain.” Xu Han looked at the dark tunnel that had disappeared into the distance with some 

pity. 

Liu Yan was not surprised. There were not many powerful experts in this Pan-ocean Community team, 

and He Yang was quite strong. 

Judging from the situation of the fight, He Yang did not use his full strength at all and was on par with 

Murong Xue. 

If He Yang had used his full strength, he might not lose. 

Although Murong Xue was weaker than He Yang, she should have no problem escaping. 

“It’s okay. It’s just a team leader. It’s not that important,” Liu Yan said indifferently. 



Allen Smith did not say anything and stared at Sturdy Back Ape not far away. 

Allen Smith did not say anything, but from the fervor in his eyes, one could tell he had a deep desire to 

fight. Allen Smith wanted to fight with Sturdy Back Ape. It was the desire to fight with an expert. 

At this moment, Liu Yan also looked at the battle in the distance. 

Even after Murong Xue had used level 3 of Tyrant Body, she still was not a match for the Sturdy Back 

Ape. She was at a disadvantage and got injured right after the battle started. 

If Chu Long had not healed Murong Xue and helped her recover from her injuries, Murong Xue would 

have been heavily injured by now. 

Meanwhile, Murong Xue’s battle had already turned from offense to defense. She had already brought 

forward her Rock Shield to block the attacks. 

Fortunately, Murong Xue’s defense was exceptional. With Chu Long’s help, she could barely withstand 

the attacks of the Sturdy Back Ape. 

However, a discerning person could also see that Sturdy Back Ape was likely not using its full strength 

yet. 

Murong Xue would have been defeated long ago if Sturdy Back Ape had used its full strength. 

Xu Han glanced at Chu Long and exclaimed, “Her healing ability is not bad. She healed Murong Xue 

almost instantly. This is the first time I’ve seen such a powerful priest among the students of the same 

year.” 

Xu Han had seen many priests before, but it was rare to see someone as powerful as Chu Long. 

He had never seen anyone like Chu Long among the students of the same year. 

Liu Yan heard this and smiled faintly. Liu Yan was very clear about Chu Long’s talent. Although Chu Long 

was a priest and did not have much combat strength, her healing and support abilities were 

outstanding. It was also the reason Liu Yan had brought Chu Long here. 

Meanwhile, on the battlefield. The strength of Sturdy Back Ape was gradually increasing. Even if Murong 

Xue relied on her salt shield, she could no longer hold on. 
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Liu Yan was also surprised when he saw the one-sided battlefield. 

Murong Xue’s strength was not weak, especially her defense. 

With the Rock Shield, Murong Xue’s defense was even more exaggerated. 

At this moment, Murong Xue even had Chu Long’s support skills, which increased her defense to a 

certain extent. 

But even so, Murong Xue could not withstand the guardian beast in front of her. 



Seeing this, Liu Yan was somewhat amazed by the strength of this guardian beast and hurriedly checked 

its information. 

[ Sturdy Back Ape ] 

Talent: SS 

Level: 60 

… 

Liu Yan could not check the detailed information, but he knew that the Sturdy Back Ape was also a level 

60 powerful fierce beast with a talent of SS-grade. 

After reading the brief information about Sturdy Back Ape, Liu Yan had a preliminary understanding. 

Murong Xue was no match for such a strong fierce beast. 

Seeing that Murong Xue was ready to use level 4 of the Tyrant Body, Liu Yan shouted hurriedly, “Alright, 

Murong Xue, come down and rest!” 

Murong Xue glanced at Liu Yan, her eyes full of unwillingness. 

Murong Xue was so eager to fight and win. She was unwilling to give up. 

However, Murong Xue also understood Liu Yan’s meaning. Right now, she could not defend against 

Sturdy Back Ape even with her best defense. 

Even if she used level 4 of the Tyrant Body and her strength increased again, she would at most be able 

to defend against Sturdy Back Ape. 

But if she wanted to attack or even defeat Sturdy Back Ape, there was no such possibility. 

Although Murong Xue was unwilling, Liu Yan had already given her an order, so she could not disobey. 

She blocked another attack from Sturdy Back Ape and quickly retreated. 

After Murong Xue retreated, Allen Smith, who was standing by the side, left behind an afterimage and 

disappeared. 

Then, Allen Smith arrived in front of Sturdy Back Ape and was ready to fight. 

Xu Han, who was behind him, saw this and quickly shouted, “Allen, do you need my help?” 

When Allen heard this, he turned around and glared at Xu Han, “How dare you!” 

When Xu Han saw this, he helplessly sighed and had no choice but to give up. He said to Liu Yan, “This 

guy has such a weird temper. His talent and strength are not bad, but he likes to fight one-on-one and 

doesn’t like to cooperate. He is overconfident in himself. There’s no other way. Don’t help him, lest this 

guy gets angry.” 

Liu Yan heard this and nodded slightly. He also had a preliminary understanding of Allen Smith’s 

character. 

To put it bluntly, Allen Smith was overly confident in himself. 



Previously, Liu Yan had seen it from other geniuses. Allen Smith had great talent when he was young, so 

he became arrogant with his strength. Allen Smith was confident in his strength and did not like to gang 

up on an opponent. He only liked to fight one-on-one or in a team. 

However, Liu Yan scoffed at such a character. He felt that there was no need for it. 

In the past, he had come into contact with many geniuses. However, many of them had lost a lot 

because they had overestimated themselves. 

There were even some who had lost their lives. 

One needed to have enough strength if they wanted d to fight one-on-one. 

However, since Allen Smith liked to fight one-on-one and did not like others to interfere, Liu Yan might 

as well watch from the side. 

At the same time, Liu Yan was also a little curious. 

Allen Smith was a genius student of the Gifted Academy. He was known as the war machine, and his 

combat strength was terrifying. 

Although he had interacted with Allen Smith a little before, he had only seen the scene of trial on the 

fifth floor of the Tower. He could only see a portion of his strength. 

However, Liu Yan had not understood Allen Smith’s true combat strength. He wanted to take this 

opportunity to understand it. 

Murong Xue retreated to Liu Yan’s side. She said unwillingly, “This Sturdy Back Ape is too strong, but if I 

use level 4 of the Tyrant’s Body, I might be able to fight it!” 

Liu Yan heard this and said calmly, “You’ve fought it just now, so you should be clear about your gap 

between the ape. If you use level 4 of the Tyrant’s Body, you can only defend against its attacks. You 

can’t defeat Sturdy Back Ape. There’s no point in you keep fighting it. More battles will come, so you 

need to conserve your energy.” 

Liu Yan was clear that if Murong Xue used level 3 of the Tyrant’s Body, it would put a heavy burden on 

her. 

If Murong Xue used level 4 of the Tyrant’s Body, Murong Xue would not be able to recover in a short 

period. She would not be able to play much of a role in the upcoming battles. 

Naturally, Liu Yan would not allow Murong Xue to be like this. 

Hearing this, Murong Xue felt a little indignant in her heart. She looked regretfully at Sturdy Back Ape. 

She thought it was a pity that she did not have enough fun in this battle. 

However, Murong Xue also knew that what Liu Yan said was right. For the sake of the bigger picture, this 

was the only way. 

At this moment, Liu Yan and the others also turned their gazes towards the battle in the distance. 



Allen Smith’s strength was terrifying. When he fought with the Sturdy Back Ape, he did not lose at all. He 

even had the upper hand. 

When Murong Xue saw this, she was surprised. “This guy’s strength is not bad.” 

Murong Xue had just fought with Sturdy Back Ape, so she knew the terrifying strength of Sturdy Back 

Ape the best. 

Sturdy Back Ape’s attacks looked simple. It did not have any complicated moves or powerful skills. 

Instead, it mainly focused on close combat. 

But in reality, each Sturdy Back Ape’s attack contained a terrifying power that could topple mountains 

and overturn seas, making people feel suffocated. 

On the other hand, when facing such a terrifying close combat strength of Sturdy Back Ape, Allen Smith 

was not at a disadvantage. It was truly astonishing. 

Liu Yan watched for a while and had some understanding of Allen Smith. Allen Smith’s class should be a 

warrior class, and he was also proficient in close combat. 

However, Allen Smith’s strength was far above Murong Xue’s. There were also some differences 

between their classes. 

Murong Xue was also a melee fighter, but she was mainly good at defense, leaning towards the tank 

class. 

On the other hand, Allen Smith was good at both offense and defense. His offense and defense were 

incredible, leaning towards the warrior class. 

Although Sturdy Back Ape’s attacks were powerful, Allen Smith’s close combat skills were impressive. He 

was able to dodge Sturdy Back Ape’s attacks relatively easily. He was hit occasionally, but they were only 

minor injuries. With Chu Long’s timely healing from behind, his injuries recovered almost instantly. 

Just when Liu Yan and the others thought Sturdy Back Ape would lose, it raised its head and let out a 

long howl. 

Then, many green lights could be seen in the surrounding forest. They immediately gathered towards 

Sturdy Back Ape. 

Sturdy Back Ape’s body instantly became much stronger. 

At the same time, its aura also rose steadily. 

“Not good, Sturdy Back Ape has absorbed a large amount of wood attribute energy. Its strength has 

increased greatly!” Xu Han realized and immediately exclaimed. 

Liu Yan also frowned slightly. He did not expect Sturdy Back Ape to have such a skill. 

They were in the wood attribute territory, so the surroundings were already filled with a large amount 

of wood attribute energy. 

With this absorption, Sturdy Back Ape’s strength instantly increased significantly. 



And Sturdy Back Ape immediately reversed the slight disadvantage of the battle just now. 

Just now, Sturdy Back Ape was still slightly suppressed by Allen Smith. After absorbing a large amount of 

wood attribute energy to increase its strength, it instantly completely crushed Allen Smith. 

Not long after, Allen Smith was defeated. 

 


